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Green Councillors
set the agenda
On Oxford City Council
and the County Council
your Green councillors
have been leading the
opposition to local Labour
and Tory rule. Find out
more about what they
have achieved on our
re-designed website:
www.greenoxford.com

CUTS: there is an alternative
The Coalition Government’s massive public sector cuts will
have devastating consequences. Vital local services will be
lost, unemployment will rocket and local economies will
decline. It is a policy doomed to failure, undermining the
recovery and bringing misery to millions.

Under the excuse of reducing
the deficit created by Labour
when they gave a blank cheque
to the bankers, the Tory /
Liberal Democrat coalition
Government have launched the
biggest attack on the welfare
state since the 1930s. Other
options are not being looked
at. They are placing the
financial burden on the
shoulders of working people,
especially the weak and
vulnerable in society.
The Greens will fight the 20%
cuts being introduced by the
local Labour City Council and
the £200 million cuts being
introduced by the Tory
controlled County Council both
eager to follow the Con Dem
coalition lead of attacking
public services.

Labour say Cut
Tories say Cut
LibDems say Cut
Only the Greens
dare say INVEST!

The Greens have a history of
fighting the cuts and only the
Greens have a real alternative
that will work.
For more on fighting the
Caroline Lucas MP, Leader of the Green
cuts contact: Oxfordshire
y
Party, said: “This is a budget to destroy
Anti-Cuts Alliance by email:
halff a million jobs in the public sector,
g.little@odtuc.org.uk, or
according to the government's own
visit the Oxford Save Our
estimates. Where's the fairness in a
Services website:
budget that lets vital public services go
http://oxfordsos.org.uk
to the wall, hitting the poorest hardest?"

Students betrayed

Green New Deal NOW
The Government should follow the lead of most European
countries and the US by seeking to stimulate investment
to regenerate the economy. The most productive way to
do this would be to invest in sustainable energy systems
and launch large scale insulation schemes to save both
energy and money. We also need an eco-friendly council
house building programme to combat the housing crisis.

The Greens’ suggested alternative:
•
•
•
•
•

Tax the rich and close the tax loopholes.
Stop the replacement of Trident nuclear missiles.
Stop the building of two new aircraft carriers
Pull out of Afghanistan.
No massive subsidy to a new generation of nuclear
power stations.
• Robin Hood taxes on major financial deals.

The Greens have a fully-c
costed alternative budget to
tackle the deficit while finding £44 billion for an
investment package to create 1 million new jobs.
For more information on the Green New Deal see:

www.greenparty.org.uk/news-archive/3493

Oxford students are feeling betrayed by the Liberal
Democrats who have abandoned their election pledge
to abolish tuition fees and have now gone along with
the Tory policy of dramatically increasing fees.
Students will now face fee
charges of up to £9,000 per
year. This level of debt will be
crushing. Only students from
the richest families will be
willing to take on a debt of
over £50,000 just for going to
University.
The blow has come on top
of the £900 million cuts in
research grants announced by
the previous Labour
Government, a process that
will hit postgraduate research
heavily and damage the
economy by undermining key
research and development.

The opposite is happening in
most other European countries
who are investing heavily in
Higher and Further Education.

“The Greens
are now the only main
politica
al party tha
at
sup
pport free educa
ation
for all. A cap of £9,,000 is
simp
ply una
accep
pta
able for a
country tha
at values
socia
al mobility and
inclusiveness.”
- Caroline Lucas MP

Above: A large rally
y in Oxfford
opposing the fee increases stopped
Vince Cable, the Higher Education
Lib Dem Minister, visiting Oxfford
on October 28th 2010.
A few weeks later a similar
demonstration forced Nick Clegg
to cancel a visit to Oxfford.
Photo: Howard Stanbury
y

Labour are clearly hoping
that they can capitalise on the
anger that students are feeling
towards the Coalition whilst
conveniently forgetting that it
was a Labour Government that
introduced tuition fees and
was planning similar increases.
Just before the 2010 General
Election Labour’s Lord
Mandelson said that Labour
would increase fees and allow
the top universities to charge
what they liked in a free
market system.

Fair is worth fighting for: www.greenoxford.com
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‘Greenest Government Ever?’ …what a Joke!
When elected David Cameron pledged that his
coalition government would be the ‘greenest
government ever.’ If their record over the last
six months is anything to go by that statement
was clearly meant to be a joke.
Existing regulations that made
a contribution to environmental
protection have been abandoned,
commitments reneged on, Green
advisory groups abolished and
new initiatives that will
undermine the Green agenda
introduced.
The first retreat was the policy
of introducing new emissions
standards (EPS) for dirty coal
fired power stations. The
commitment was given by both
Tories and the Liberal Democrats
before the election when Labour
refused to make any
environmental improvements.
The coalition promised no new
runway at Heathrow but they are
now negotiating a new fourth
London Airport.
The Tories and Liberal
Democrats have also announced
the sale of over 120 major
nature reserves as a part of the
cuts, something that will set
back nature conservation
dramatically.
The first advisory group to be
shut down was the Sustainable
Development Commission.
Several others who have done
great work in advising the UK on
reducing energy consumption
and have also been abolished.

The Lib Dem Minister Chris
Hulne even had to fight to stop
his own ‘Environment’
Department being abolished.
The biggest U turn has come
from the Lib Dems on nuclear
power which until the election
Chris Huhne described as a ‘tried
and failed technology.’ Now they
are supporting a new generation
of nuclear power stations even
though the rest of Europe have
decided that it’s far too
expensive and potentially very
dangerous.
Pledges given by the Lib Dems
to stop the import of illegal
hardwoods have been dropped
meaning that deforestation will
continue globally.
A limp ‘Green Deal’ has been
launched by the Government
(operational from 2012) in which
people can take loans from the
local authority to install solar
panels and install insulation.
Experts suggest the take up via
‘loans’, even at lower rates, will
be very small. Huhne’s ‘opt-in’
plan won’t achieve the emissions
cuts we need, and it won’t create
anywhere near enough jobs.
The Government had wanted
to establish a ‘Green Investment
Bank’ to fund major projects.

Unfortunately the Coalition have
shelved the capitalisation plan
and there seems no money to
fund this bank -- £85 million has
been cut from the Department of
the Environment’s budget as a
result of the massive public
spending cuts. The electric car
project for example has been cut
by 80%.
The shameful Labour record of
poor investment in renewables
continues with snail like
progress for any major projects.
Animal protection regulations
have also been changed to give
the go ahead for factory farming
and to reverse the very limited
progress on animal welfare over
the last 20 years.
Under pressure from the oil
companies the ConDem coalition
have announced that they will
double the UK’s use of first
generation biofuels. Biofuels
involve growing crops to produce
oil which is then used to fuel
cars. A study by the Institute for
Environmental Policy concludes
biofuels will create an extra 56
million tons of CO2 per year.
The study found that far from
cutting pollution the extra
biofuels will be twice as bad for
the environment.
Mr. Hulne has failed in his
recent bid to get Euro leaders to
improve their eco standards and
has already said that the new
world summit in Cancun will be
‘very difficult.’
So far so bad. The problem is
we are running out of time.
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Forest sell-off

Asset-stripping our heritage
Many of England’s best loved public forests and
woodlands including the Forest of Dean and
Sherwood Forest will be sold off under new
Government proposals.
Caroline Spelman, the
Environment Secretary, has
announced that 748,000 hectares
of forest managed by the
Forestry Commission will be sold
to developers in what will be the
greatest change of land
ownership since the Second
World War.
Conservation Groups and the
Green Party have made
immediate calls for the proposal
to stop and warned that the land
sale will be a costly disaster and
will ruin many beauty spots
forever. There is great concern
that private companies will have
little regard for conservation
policies and that quick profits
will be the major motivating
factor.
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Charities and ecologists
warned that it could set back
countryside protection by 50
years as developers would cherry
pick the sites they want as they
build golf courses, holiday
villages, housing, leisure parks
and industrial zones or even
worse as areas to dump
industrial waste.
“This sale is likely to raise a
tiny amount but could do
immeasurable damage and cost
the nation dearly,” said Paul
Heatherington, spokesperson for
the Woodland Trust. Ecologists
have said that clearing away the
forests will have a profound
effect on the British landscape
and undermine the natural
systems of absorbing carbon
dioxide through the trees.

“If this mea
ans vast swa
athes
of valua
able forest being sold
to develop
pers,, it will be an
unforgiva
able act of
environmenta
al vanda
alism.”
- Councillor David Williams
Leader of the Green Group on
Oxford City Council

Mark Avery, conservation
director for the RSPB, said “The
future ownership and
management of land that has a
high public value should be
carefully considered. The current
proposals are driven by the need
to generate quick cash, but they
must not be at the expense of
protecting our natural capital,
which is irreplaceable”.

Honesst & eth
hica
al bussinesss partnerss needed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Natura
al Hea
alth
hca
are bussinesss is expa
anding.
Add to your income or replace it. Flexible hours and full support.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Ca
all Enid Sta
armer on 018
865 744137
I will be pleased to speak to you about this opportunity
y at the Oxfford
Town Hall Green Fair on December 11th. Please ask for me.

For people and the planet - The Green Party - www.greenparty.org.uk

For a real clean and green Oxford - The Green Party

What the Greens got right
A channel 4 documentary was recently broadcast criticising the
green movement for its policies on nuclear power and GM
Food. The programme called ‘What the Green
ns Got Wron
ng’ has
been widely condemned for its inaccurate allegations,
misleading figures and biased assumptions.
The fact remains that although nuclear power may have low
carbon output it is by far the most expensive method of producing
electricity and potentially extremely dangerous. Nobody, thus far,
has found a safe way of storing toxic nuclear waste or found any
new plentiful sources of uranium ore. Renewables are a far
cheaper method of producing energy that have few dangers and
will give us a sustainable future.
The introduction of Genetically Modified (GM) seeds has nothing
to do with solving the world hunger problem. The most significant
impact that GM companies have made is to dominate the seed
chain, selling expensive and patented seeds to farmers, seeds that
are used more for livestock feed, cotton and biofuels – not for
feeding people.
Hunger is a blight on humanity, but it is a political and economic
problem. Its root causes include the broken and biased trading
system; the bankers who gamble on the price of staple foods and
land grabs by financiers – all of which make food unaffordable for
the hungry and deny their right to food.It is clear that the smallscale farmers who provide food for most people in the world are
not calling for GM technologies that are beyond their control. They
are calling for political from governments to take on the corporate
lobbyists and protect their land, natural resources and production
systems; a fair trading system to ensure fair prices; and a fair
hearing from governments and documentary-makers on the future
food system.

Bankers get Christmas bonus at our expense
Despite crocodile tears from the Coalition government huge
Christmas bonuses will be paid yet again to Bankers, many in
Banks owned or part owned by the taxpayers.
Labour deregulated the bankers and turned a blind eye to the
massive personal fortunes accumulated by bankers over the last 20
years. When the speculative system crashed in 2008 they gave out
£156 billion of your money to ensure those who had caused it were
immune from the recession that followed. The Con Dem coalition
now in power have done nothing to regulate the banks and seem to
be have the same old policy of letting speculation and greed rule.

Clone Town Oxford
Tesco, Sainsbury and other supermarket giants
are moving in with a bid to wipe out the small
independent shopkeepers.
Although the big five
superstores already account for
over 80% of the food retail
business, the big chains want to
mop up the last resistance from
the remaining independents.
New Tescos have opened on St.
Aldates and Summertown plus
they want to push for a third at
Weirs Lane on the site of the old
Fox and Hounds Pub. Sainsbury’s
have opened on the Plain and
plan another superstore on
Cowley Road.
The New Economics
Foundation in their most recent
report say that 41% of Towns in
the UK are now ‘clone towns’
with more than 50% of their
shops part of national chains.
Local Traders are correct that
new superstores are unnecessary
and would do great damage to
many small independent
business which add to the areas
character and diversity.

Successive governments and
the City Council have done little
to use the planning system to
protect small businesses from
unwelcome expansion of
multinationals who are more
interested in profit than
community.
Local stores provide a wider
social and economic role and one
that is central to a sustainable
neighbourhood. Over 50% of the
turnover of independent retailers
goes back into the local
community. They also meet the
needs of the disadvantaged,
socially excluded and elderly,
particularly those with a lack of
mobility who cannot access more
distant shops.
Local Green councillors with
the support of local landlords,
traders and residents have
managed to see off numerous
previous attempts to locate new
chain stores in Cowley Road.

Green Councillor Nuala Young
is battling for the small
independent trader

We have helped organisations
such as the Ethical Property
Company and the East Oxford
Farmer’s Market to establish
themselves as well as supporting
and encouraging local businesses
to remain in the area. Greens
want to see lower rates for
independents to help them get
established.
Sadly, as we can expect no help
from the Government, it will
remain a constant battle to
oppose each new adverse
planning application and to do
all we can to keep our local
character and diversity.
For more info on clone towns
see www.neweconomics.org

Temple Cowley Pools – the fight goes on
The campaign to Save Temple Cowley Pools & Fitness
Centre continues, despite Labour’s determination to ignore
all the evidence that the most environmentally friendly,
sustainable, value-ffor-m
money and affordable solution is to
refurbish the existing leisure centre.
A new super swimming pool at
Blackbird Leys would cost
between £8.5 million and £12
million whilst refurbishment of
both existing pools (to give over
20 more years of use) is
estimated to cost no more than
£6 million. At a time of huge
cuts to key services, this is
irresponsible spending.
The proposed site of the new
pool is only near 2 bus routes
compared to the 18 bus routes
that serve the Temple Cowley
pool.
In deciding to close the pool
Labour ignored the largest ever
petition in Oxford, with nearly
11,000 signatures.

Meanwhile the campaigners
have started fundraising for a
judicial review to challenge the
council decision to vote another
£400,000 to consultants to get
tenders for a new pool to replace
the existing adequate pool at
Blackbird Leys. The costs of the
new Leys pool would be much
more than the refurbishment of
the two existing pools.
However Labour are
determined to push their pet
project through despite the
recession and the hard times.
The only way they can do this is
to sell off the land at Temple
Cowley for housing.

Inequality puts UK 26th in UN Poll
In its 20th annual Human Development Report the United Nations
now ranks the UK as 26th on their international league table of the
best place to live. Originally 7th on the list the UK over the last 20
years has slipped down the scale, especially over the last 5 years.
The report looks at income,
health, life expectancy, equality,
education, security and gender
opportunities. Top of the list is
Norway with Germany coming
10th and France 14th. The
reasons given for the steady
decline of the UK is the high
levels of inequality.

The gap between rich and
poor in the UK is one of the
highest in the OECD and
continues to grow.
The report says that there has
been progress in developing
human standards all over the
world over the last 20 years.

For the full local manifesto see: www.greenoxford.com

Green councillor Dick Wolff is
fighting to Save Temple
Cowley
y Pools

The Green Party has been with
the campaigners all the way and
has tried three times now in full
council to save Temple Cowley
Pools but have been voted down
by Labour and Lib Dem
councillors. We believe we need
to keep services, and keep them
local. For more information see
the website: www.savetemple
cowleypools.webs.com or email
savetcp@gmail.com.
But all the progress made will
be lost to climate change unless
something is done quickly to
introduce sustainability.
The report says “for human
development to become truly
sustainable the close link
between economic growth and
greenhouse gas emissions must
be severed.” The UN report says
already climate change is a
major factor pushing up food
prices and is forcing migration
from draught stricken areas. For
more see: http://hdr.undp.org/
en/statistics/
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Keith Taylor our new Member of the
European Parliament visits Oxford
Keith Taylor the Green Member of the European
Parliament came to Oxford last weekend on another
tour of the City’s numerous trouble spots.
First Stop was Cowley Road
with Councillor Elise Benjamin
and a review of the locations that
are causing nightmare levels of
noise for local residents. Elise
explained that the Greens have
been calling for a new night time
rapid response team to try to hit
the noisy neighbours before it
gets totally out of hand.
The recent problems with knife
fights and violence were
described by Keith as intolerable
and something the local council
and the police must act upon
now to show that this is totally
unacceptable.
Next Stop was the John
Radcliffe Hospital where the
local Primary Health Trust is to
introduce £45 million cuts.
Councillor David Williams Leader
of the Green Group explained
that the objective over the next 5
years was to cut £240 million
from the local Health care
budget. The local UNISON trade
Union is fighting plans to cut 1
in 3 of the staff at the various
hospitals in the area. These cuts
in the NHS were introduced last
year by the former Labour
Government but that the present
Government had no plans to put
the money back.

Winter
Green

Fair

Over 80 stalls
of crafts, music,
alternative news,
sustainable gifts
with food & tea
served all day

Sat 11th Dec 2010
Oxford Town Hall
10.30am-4pm
Admission: 50p
Children: Free
Concessions: 20p

The madness of the closure of
Temple Cowley Pool was next on
the list of visits. Keith pledged to
keep up the support for the
campaigners and local people
who were determined to save
Temple Cowley Pools.
“What a monster proposal,”
was the reaction from Keith
Taylor as he visited the proposed
site of the new student
accommodation on St. Clements
car park.“The loss of all these
car park spaces will have a
devastating effect on the traders
on London Road,” said Keith
when he was shown the plans by
Cllr. Dick Wolff. Keith supported
the Greens total opposition to
the scheme.

For more news of your MEP see:

www.keithtaylormep.org.uk

Keith Tay
ylor MEP with Cllr Elise Benjjamin

Housing Benefit Cuts will
mean more homelessness
Large swaths of southern England will become off
limits to people on housing benefit in a little more
than a decade because of the government's
proposed plans to cut welfare bills.
The proposals to cut the level of housing
benefit will mean that many landlords in
Oxford will no longer want to house
those receiving housing benefit
and will ask them to leave.
Oxford could easily return
to the days in the early
1990s when the City had
hundreds of homeless people
sleeping in shop doorways in
cardboard boxes. A report by the
Chartered Institute of Housing,
shows that properties in the
south will become unaffordable
to those claiming local housing
allowance. They suggest that
much of London's commuter
belt will become too
expensive for the state to
pay for the poor to live in.
Towns and cities like
Oxford with high rents
will be major problem
areas.
Green councillors
predict the cuts in
housing benefit will
have a real effect on
hundreds of families
in Oxford and will
see the return to
many more sleeping
rough in shop
doorways.

Post Offices, Ambulance and
Fire Service to be Privatised
The Lib Dem Minister Vince Cable has
confirmed that the Coalition Government
will go ahead with Labour’s plans to
privatise the Post Office.
As with the privatisation of gas and electricity,
to try to make it more acceptable, employees
will initially be offered cheap shares in the
service but the bulk of the ownership will be
by large corporations who, on past experience,
quickly buy out the employees in the so called
‘mutual’.
The government is expected to hand
the Post Office a final ‘golden
handshake’ of over £1billion pounds
to give the new private owners new
sorting machinery. This will be done by
raising the price of a first class stamp to
46p and a second class stamp to 36p.
Francis Maude the Conservative Minister
has also confirmed that the same model of
‘John Lewis mutual’s’ will be used to sell
off the Ambulance Service and the
Fire Service. The employee share
scheme is seen as the easiest way
to overcome widespread
opposition to the Victorian idea of
establishing private companies to
deliver the services. Profitability of
the companies will rest on their
luck in winning the local
contracts to deliver the service.
Legislation to introduce the
privatisation of the post
office, the ambulance service
and the fire service will be
introduced in the spring and is
expected to be very
controversial with a wide
range of organisations
predicting a decline in the
quality of the services and
confused lines of responsibility.

Fair is worth fighting for!

